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Chapter 14
Question 1 Given the data provided in Exhibits A and B, assess Scott Pell’s sales performance using ratio 

analysis. What conclusions can you draw from the data? Support your answer with computation.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Pell’s sales expenses have gone down from 2019 to 2020. This is likely understandable given 
he has switched out costly in-person calls for mostly online/phone calls. Generally, he spends 
significantly more money on key accounts than independent accounts and that trend held even 
into 2020.
He has become more dependent on key account sales in 2020. His key account sales have 
actually gone up while his independent account sales have dropped. However, each order to 
independent accounts is (on average) higher than to key accounts — this is largely because key 
accounts make considerably more orders. 
He makes fewer calls to key accounts than to independent accounts. But the differential in 
2019 (when calls were measured just by in-person calls) was much narrower than in 2020 
(when calls were measured as a combination of in-person and remote). So it looks like he’s 
making a lot more calls to independent accounts in 2020 — but this has to be considered in 
light of the fact that the vast majority of those calls are virtual. He has always been getting 
more orders per call with key accounts and that holds in 2020.
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Chapter 15
Question 1 In this chapter, Connor, Jerry, and Cindy are debating the parameters of Woodruff ’s proposed 

sales contest.
a. Jerry and Connor/Cindy differ on which metric to use for the contest. What is the basis for 

each side’s argument? Why is choice of metric important?
b. Which metric do you think makes the most sense given GAC’s situation? Explain.
c. Woodruff explains that while the sales contest is aimed at improving sales performance, he 

admits the company has to think about improving its process for evaluating reps. Jerry has a 
strong opinion on this. Explain his criticism of the concept Woodruff suggests.

d. Aside from the various evaluation procedures mentioned here, can you think of another 
approach GAC might use? If so, how would this approach address any of the evaluative 
challenges faced by GAC?

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
SM

Answer Parameters matters — if total new sales $ is the outcome, you’ll likely get one result; if new 
accounts opened is the outcome, you’ll get another. Given GAC is really concerned about 
pipeline and setting up relationships going forward, maybe new accounts might be the better 
outcome.
Subjective (Greg) vs. objective (Jerry) performance; could 360 degree performance reviews 
mitigate Jerry’s concerns?
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Question 2 Consider Grace’s store visit with Bruce Drew.
a. Focusing only on sales process (i.e., approach and needs identification), evaluate Grace’s 

efforts.
b. From your perspective, what is Bruce Drew proposing? Does this present an ethical 

dilemma? Explain.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Prior to their actual interaction, Grace’s perception of Drew is negative. She senses that 
he and his younger associates are talking about her — she is unsure what they are saying 
but she is put off by their behavior. Accordingly, she decides to take a more assertive/no-
nonsense approach when meeting Drew. To his discredit, Drew appears to substantiate Grace’s 
preconceptions during the first few minutes of their meeting. As such, Grace doubles down in 
taking an adversarial approach. This can happen — two professionals involved in a business 
transaction meet and don’t hit it off. Grace’s approach is understandable — Drew’s behavior at 
the beginning of the call is not professional — and to her credit she tries numerous times to 
direct the call back to what is business relevant. She is very professional. However, after Drew 
asks for clarification about what Grace means by “extraordinary set up concern,” she gets a bit 
sarcastic. Rather than succeeding in getting the conversation back on track, Drew responds 
with agitation. The challenge here is very real: how does a salesperson who is faced with 
unprofessionalism on the part of the buyer maintain their own commitment to professionalism 
when not doing so is understandable.
Drew’s proposal is for GAC either to pay a fee that is extraordinarily high or to make a 
(likely off-the-books) “donation” to his (probably personal) petty cash fund. Just in terms 
of expenditure, going the donation route would mean a lower outlay for GAC. But Grace 
correctly perceives this proposal to be unethical at best, and potentially even illegal. Beyond 
the proposal itself, Grace believes that if GAC itself entertained the proposal, the company 
would be responding by acting unethically. Of course, even if the company pays the 
extraordinarily high fee, there are still two concerns. First, Grace is still faced with the difficult 
decision to report this incident to Connor, which could be difficult. Second, there is the worry 
that in not making the donation, GAC’s new promotional roll-out may not get the support it 
needs from the team at the store.
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Chapter 16
Question 1 As Grace reflects on her visit with Bruce Drew at the beginning of the chapter:

a. Detail her concerns. Why is she concerned about telling Connor what happened?
b. At this point, if you were Grace, how would you proceed? Use an ethical framework to 

explain your decision-making process.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer She must decide whether or not to report this proposal to Connor and, if she does, what this 
might mean for her relationship with Connor given Drew hints that Connor himself might 
know of similar previous arrangements at the store.
Deontological: “duty”, “do what one ought to do” — do not tell a lie, do not go along with 
something one knows to be wrong, do no harm, do not corrupt or allow oneself to be 
corrupted.
Rights-based: “respect other’s rights and refuse to have one’s own rights violated” — Drew’s 
proposal disrespects Grace’s dignity; though he appears to give her choice (pay the high fee or 
pay a lower “donation”), it is an attempt to capitalize on her vulnerability both in terms of her 
personal position within the GAC hierarchy and in terms of GAC’s reliance on its business 
with Americon, a very powerful buyer.
Utilitarian: “the greatest good for the greatest number” — but how many people need to be 
considered here to do this calculation? On GAC’s side, is it just Connor and Grace? Probably 
not. The success of the business deal with Americon helps everyone affiliated with the 
company — all workers, other businesses, customers who are devoted to the company, etc. 
Similarly, on Americon’s side, it’s all of the employees, investors, customers, etc. Depending 
on the facts which unfold, a scandal which disrupted this relationship would reasonably upset 
many people’s fortunes. On the other hand, those not directly affiliated with GAC or Americon 
would be well-served by observing the moral courage of someone who was unwilling to go 
along with someone she knew to be wrong. 
Virtue: “do as the good person does” — the morally good person has courage, is honest and 
steadfast. The virtuous person is prudent, demonstrates fortitude, acts with temperance and 
justice. Virtue requires Grace to report this first to Connor and — if not successful — to others 
within the organization.
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Question 2 Reflect on Connor’s New Year’s phone call with Greg Woodruff. Considering both Connor’s 
perspective and your own reading, perform a SWOT analysis for GAC.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S/SM

Answer S — good products (especially in growing dessert category), brand strength growing, effective 
salesforce, positioning in certain parts of the country seems particularly strong (e.g. the 
Northeast).
W — poor territory design, sales likely stretched too thin, strategy for covering key accounts 
vs. independent accounts needs to be revisited, internal strife between important departments 
(sales enablement does not seem well-integrated into the structure of the organization), hiring 
strategy seems confused, company’s logistic/delivery system was tested and did well but may 
need to further develop if company expands, reps slipping in terms of new accounts, bad 
habits regarding remote selling vs. in-person selling, heavy reliance on key accounts relative to 
independent accounts.
O — pandemic shuffled competitive landscape with other players seemingly losing ground, 
demand in dessert category growing, promising relationship with Americon.
T — online shopping could shift market toward bigger retailers and away from more 
specialized health stores, many health retailers don’t currently have online infrastructure, 
home delivery services could shift into offering direct buying

Question 3 As the book concludes, put yourself in Grace’s position. As Connor asks her about where things 
stand with Americon, explain how you would respond.

Sales (S) or Sales 

Management (SM)
S

Answer Grace has a responsibility to share all she knows with Connor. She should stick to the facts 
and report exactly what was proposed. She should admit up front that she was struggling with 
what to do and that she realizes she should have come to Connor immediately. The principle 
at work here is that in order for salespeople to build trusting relationships with customers, 
the salesperson-sales manager relationship should itself always be very trusting, transparent 
and open. Failing to disclose critical information about an account — even information 
that potentially presents the buyer or seller in a negative light — is not consistent with this 
principle. The real difficulty for Grace personally is what to do if Connor’s response is not as 
she hopes and suggests he is somehow involved in the unethical arrangement. This scenario 
underscores the importance of building a good network within one’s organization. Having 
already built supervisory relationships that extend beyond one’s direct report (in this case 
Connor), would help Grace to navigate what could be a potentially difficult situation here.
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